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Star Trek Extreme Risk
Torres overrides his objections, and then disengages the
safety protocols, in spite of the computer's warning that such
an action poses an "extreme risk". Shortly.
Extreme Risk (Star Trek: Voyager) - Wikipedia
"Extreme Risk" is the 97th episode of the science fiction
television series Star Trek: Voyager, the third episode of the
fifth season.
Star Trek Extreme Risk
Torres overrides his objections, and then disengages the
safety protocols, in spite of the computer's warning that such
an action poses an "extreme risk". Shortly.
Extreme Risk (episode) | Memory Alpha | FANDOM powered by
Wikia
Extreme risks are risks of very bad outcomes or "high
consequence", but of low probability. They include the risks
of terrorist attack, biosecurity risks such as the.
Extreme Risk Series by Tracy Wolff
B'Elanna Torres secretly participates in several dangerous
holodeck programs. The Voyager crew works around the clock to
build the Delta Flyer, hoping to beat .
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Edit Cast Episode cast overview: She defends herself by
claiming that she is still on schedule with her work, but he
presses the point, saying he is concerned as her friend, not
as her superior. When one of Voyager's probes is pursued by a
Malon ship, Janeway orders that it be steered into a Extreme
Risk giant. HolodeckShuttlePilotMajelBarrett He informs her
she has been there, unconscious, for almost twelve hours.
Meanwhile, Extreme Risk begins pulling away from the. It can
also withstand the giant's atmosphere, and it's scheduled to
be operational before the Voyager crew finishes their shuttle.
Shestatesthatshehasnofeelingsaboutherdeadfriends,Paris,Chakotayor
states that she would like him Extreme Risk make banana
pancakeslike her grandmother used to make, as they always put
a smile on her face. The Malon and Voyager have both been
spying on each other and it seems the Malon shuttle will be
finished in two days, before the Delta Flyer will be ready.
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